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Legion blacksmithing guide 1- 100

Thanks for the wizard :) 1 question please:-Do we need max out professions to be able to acquire rank 2/3 recipes? I know we need skill 300 to access World Quests, but what about Rank 2/3 recipes? I'm in the process of changing professions to my characters before legion goes live. What would be my
disadvantage if I have my profession at 300 instead of 700? Thanks in advance! Can you add pictures of the gear that is designed instead of just a list? Should we be limited to only 3 crafted items to carry on our toons? Like warlords. Question - can both and be used at the same time? Question - can
both Demonsteel Stirrups and Leystone Hoofplates be used at the same time? Am I right in concluding that there is no state 'reroll' element for crafted gear as in WoD? So instead of crafting a bunch of reroll items, the expected path is to melt unwanted gear to be sold to break even/used for upgrading
later, and just craft the item again? wrist 20 felslate 20 stormscaleshoulder 20 felslate 20 arkhanagauntlets 20 felslate 20 leatherhelm 20 felslate 5 eye prophecy 20 felslate 2 0 felslate 2 20 unbroken tarranes 20 felslate 20 clothboots 20 felslate 20 unbroken clawbreastplate 20 felslate 20 leystone oresry
for the bad formatting, timeismoneyfriend ;) A little inaccurate from the launch. The Demonsteel Stirrups pattern is acquired in a different way, as I have it without hunting for it, and it requires 8 Demonsteel Bars for crafts. I am now at 781, and even my rank 3 demonsteel recipes are gray. The only one
above that at wowhead is the mount, which seems to require 800. How do you get the last 19 skill points? Looking again today (September 23rd) my rank 3 Demonsteel Recipes is again yellow, on skill 786. I need help. so I did every quest (because I have the recipe for demonsteel), but I do not have
Tribal Knowledge (because I do not have recipe for Demonsteel Armguard, which is the reward for it and I can not buy any recipie from the seller) please help someone. I'm just curious as to what all the stat combination suffixes that can be rolled through Balcksmithing crafted gear. I just used a ton of
mats trying to design a pair of Harmonius (Mastery/Versatility) boots, only to give up. I'm pretty sure at this point that this particular stat combo can't be rolled. = 0 / Just wondering if anyone has any information to the contrary or a list of possible state combos that can be rolled - preferably confirmed - for
Legion crafting. One of the best guide I have seen. Rank 3 of each Demonsteel recipes eliminate the need for the Firmament Stone, which is located at the Ironhorn Enclave in Highmountain, but you'll still need it to create Demonsteel bars. So I think you'll still need some trips there. I wish it was easier to
see in the table, as quests require which dungeons. I don't want to run a dungeon and then find out that I am to run it again for a profession. Or worse a third time for the other profession. Outstanding Unique A quibble: you have the price of demonsteel waistguard as 500 blind eye alone when it also costs
1,500 gold. Thanks for all the hard work! When you have all the demonsteel recipes, as far as I can see, the only point to bother to level to 800 is if you want to be able to use the recipe: Fel Core Hound Seness for Fel Core Hound BS exclusive mount. But since Nighthold is not yet alive, you can't get that
recipe yet. So there doesn't seem to be any need to rush to lvl800 for BS yet. Given the high cost of mats at the moment, you're probably better off just using the Darkmoon Faire quest Baby Needs Two pairs of shoes to 5 level every time Darmoon Faire is up, at least until the Nighthold raid goes live and
you can actually get the mount recipe. This is especially true for the last 10 or so levels of forging since level 3 demonsteel recipies are green at this point, and with poor rng you might have to make as many as 6 or so, of each element for each skill-up. Is there any chance that crafted gear can proc an
upgrade to include tertiary statistics (Leech, Avoidance, etc.)? A list of possible secondary statistics would be useful. Without the use of certain premium addons ive found no way to know which possible positions could be designed and what crafted gears would benefit a spec the most,,,there used to be a
list of the best in slot gear elements that could be filtered to display only crafted gear on a character, it was useful when deciding which places to shoot for, while crafting,,,next places this extension shows only legendary in their BiS list,,,de this does not help with crafting atm. Hey, how many times can we
make the same proverbial? Once per character? 1 time every time nether disruptor is build? So I can't get Armorcrafter's Commendation even if the nether disrupter is up but I was able to learn Rethu's Incessant Courage this is a mistake, or should I wait for the lower disrupter to be built again I completed
the quest to get the proverbial crafting hammer but I can't get the recipe and dwarf that awards the original quests giving me the exact same quests I just did to complete the hammer again.. Is that a mistake? This information is valid as in the week before 7.2.5 goes live (so 7.2) I got stuck at 791/800 with
all Demonsteel recipes Rank 2, showing up as green to me. I had no rank 3's as this was an all and I wouldn't rep paint. I went to Valdemar Stormseeker (Valarjar Quartermaster) and it turns out Demonsteel Helm is able to be bought from him at Honored (NOT exalted as stated in this article). Bought this,
learned and the recipe (now Rank 3) turned orange for me, showing 5 rank up. Designed one and went for 796. Crafted another, went to 800. Crafting LegendariesStarting in patch 7.2, you will be able to craft Rethu's Incessant Courage. You can learn this recipe for Tailor from trainers in Dalaran,
Stormwind and Orgrimmar, but to acquire materials for crafts this post, you need to fill in some dungeon dungeon raid quests. I'm pretty sure this should say that you can learn this recipe at 800 Forging, rather than 800 Tailoring. From the 7.2.5 recipe: Demonsteel Helm does NOT require Exalted with
Valarjar. I am currently Neutral and bought this for 3000g. Confirms: still does not require Exalted with Valarjar to get recipe: Demonsteel Helm at this time. Crafted two and ended BS skill from 794 to 800. Crafting Demonsteel Armor is one of the few ways to level Blacksmith skills from 760 to 800. The
easiest armor piece to use to achieve this is Demonsteel Helm, which rank 3 recipe for this has no reputation requirements. What you'll need: Once you've leveled Forging to the point where all other recipes are gray or green (skill 760-770), follow these steps: Material Leveling RequirementsThe following
chart indicates how much raw materials are required to level to skill level 800 based on your starting skill level. This is in addition to the materials listed above (under What you will need). Note that you use the chart based on your skill level AFTER learning Recipe: Demonsteel Helm (rank 3).760-764765-
769770-774775-779780 -784785-789790-79479-79948423630241812687654321Felslate9684726048362412Leystone Ore48436302418126Blood of Sargeras161412108642Infernal Brimstone161412108642Foxflower Flux87654321 Watch my video for gameplay =) Ok so, one of the most important
things, I used to do as a BS I can't find a note for anywhere. Maybe they took it out, where are my stinky lockbox keys? One of the absolute best parts of BS was not finding a darn rogue to do anything I could. Excellent guide! Thank you very much for this guide! hello everyone, this is my last hope. I'm
actually a 120 char in bfa. I have a receipt to learn a blacksmitting thing from the Legion. But it needs me to have blacksmitting level 100. But I only have lvl 96 and have only green receipes that don't make any sense anymore. Is there a trick to getting other receipes with higher earning levels like green?
Where can I get them from? Otherwise, I don't know anything I can do. Please help me. Thanks in advance they have taken away most of the ways to level Legion forging. I use an incredible amount of mats for each point. Is there another way to get the last 10 points, apart from crafting Legendaries? 1
As if I'm on 75 Legion BS. All demonsteel armor is green, gotta up their rank though I'm not sure how. What rows do you have for your demon-deep hand? Higher rows give more skill points, so you probably have to get rank 3 in a few of them and use them to level up. Spend some time in the Dalaran
Sewers getting Sightless Eyes. Should be easier now then as it was current as you should have minor PvP interruptions. Go to Strap Bucklebolt (Gnome up by the inn in the sewers) and get belted recipes. Rank 3 should carry you to 100. 1 Like No Methods Were from leveling Legion Forging that I've
heard of, you should still still stand to level from 1-100 just as you could before the profession changes. But as mentioned, you should at least learn rank 2 patterns, and I think there are a few easier to get rank 3 patterns. There are also the patterns introduced when argus launched in 7.3, although I'm not
sure how easy they will be to get to 100. You should still be able to complete profession WQs in Legion for +1 for your Legion skills. If you meet the slightest Vanilla Forging skill, and either have not trained BfA Forging or have already capped it, you should also be able to complete DMF once a month for
5 to your Legion skill until evened out. All demon-honored armor is rank 1. Says next rank obtained by search in high mountain, but where in high mountain? For that you can try looking at wow professions or wowhead's Legion profession overview. IIRC you get a quest to learn rank 2 by going to the
stone in Highmountain and craftimg your rank 1 demon-ignition gear. Basically NPC shows up and says hey I can tell you how to do better and give you a rank 2 after each rank 1 craft. Did it once, maybe you have to do a few before this happens. Maybe he'll sell the patterns to you after completing the
hunt? Pretty sure it's not a discovery system. Tryiaan, thank you very much. It got it done. I pulled my hair out. 1 Like Uh, OK the guy on the special anvil had a quest for rank2 after making a rank1 item. But if you are over 110 it will not show the yellow exclamation point. I want you to magically know that
they have a new quest... Ya I know there is a way to show low level quest, but it shows a rather faded yellow exclamation point. Now I need more blood from sargeras. Sucks as my collector has plenty, but it's not boa as marks of honor. Rank 2 is orange on BS 77, does it make yellow green fast?
Cyberdemon: Now I need more blood of sargeras. Sucks as my collector has plenty, but it's not boa as marks of honor. You can mix BoS quickly at a price or slowly over time. So I convert all my BoS to resources there at BoA so they can be sent to alts. At alts, I saw using the resources to run BoS
missions at 200%, guaranteeing 12 BoS per mission, usually in just a few hours, at the same 200 resources per BoS as I converted them to resources to. You can also use the resources to buy BoS directly, but I think it's 1000 resources per BoS, not worth it imo. Finally, if you have a druid, you can
actually send BoS missions for less than the 200 resources per BoS thanks to one of the followers. That way, you don't necessarily have to grow Legion content. Does it involve the mission table? I still can't find the legion class hall, except buddy. Is BoS throwing more into dungeons? Soloing Legion
dungeons isn't that bad at 120, maybe 115 though. Yes, it involves Legion Class Hall Mission Tables. Which ones you can't find, they were pretty much mandatory to play Legion during one of the first things you found after porting to to Shaman - Aquarium ornament on the FP platform, just to the left of
the mailbox. Warrior - Glowing circle near the edge of the FP platform, stand in it to get a jump button. Monk - Zen meditation to port to the island. Druid - Updated Moon Glade portal that takes you to the dream, head straight and cross the bridge. Hunter - Look for an eagle (?) near some rubble on the FP
platform. Demon Hunter - Jump out of the FP platform and bed. Death Knight - Use updated death port to portal to newly moved necropolis or whatever it's called. Warlock - Thinks there's a demon gate in the sewers. Not sure about rogue, comrade, or priest. Thanks, I'll check it out. Rogue is light hoping
chapel underground and there is a portal to it in Dalaran (possibly 2, one for each faction) Can't see one for hunter. I can't even get artifact weapons for the hunter, not that I would use it myself. I might confuse the eagle for hunters with the stormheim bird that Odyn sends. Look for someone to talk to
along the wall or rubble opposite the FP NPC on the platform. Maybe only visible to hunters. They will take you to the hunters lodge in High Mountain. Nothing there even for a 110+ hunter. Not sure what search I missed. EDIT: I'm now doing something with stages, hopefully this makes it. (legacy of
windrunners) EDIT2: got a bow and go to the trueshot lodge for the first time (via regular FP) 1 Like for hunters, there's a Tauren next to Odyn bird that you're talking to for a walk, but I think she only pops up when you've done the first quests and opened the hall. Lights Hope Chapel is paladin; Rogue is
part of the underbelly that you get to through various secret doors. Magicians get a new teleport, rather than converting an old one like DK/Monk/Druid have I heard you can get marks of honor via a good dust up quest, is this only showing up on Legion mission tables, or BFA as well? Ah, gotta talk to red
jack to get into the underbelly class hall for rogue, show insignia. Hmm, rogue can't interact with scouting maps there, must have missed some quests. next page → →
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